and Asteroids (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1994). Here are excerpts from that paper:
“We believe that it is appropriate to advocate the
application of technology to eliminate terrestrial impacts [by Near-Earth Objects].
Toward the end of his life, Nobel
Individuals can formulate their
Prize-winning physicist Dr. Edward
own answers to this question, but
Teller was an advocate of experiwe cannot imagine society generments and international cooperation
ally retreating from the opportuto head off the danger from Nearnity to protect itself from such
Earth Objects that could pose a
natural hazards. . . .
threat to Earth. He believed that an
“[B]oth the decisions and iminternational test project would be
plementation of any programs to
especially important if the options
deal with the impact hazard
for defense included nuclear exploshould be shared by the internasives, according to his co-author
tional community. All parts of the
David Morrison of the NASA Astroworld are equally at risk from imbiology Center (“Defending the
pacts, and we all share a common
Earth Against Asteroids: The Case
interest in our self-protection
for a Global Response,” Science and Creative Commons/UC Davis College of Engineering from such cosmic catastrophes.
Edward Teller (1908-2003)
Global Security, 13:87-103, 2005).
One of us (E.T.) urges that experiMorrison writes that Teller addressed the topic at mentation should not be delayed except for strong
a series of forums in the 1990s, but the only one of reasons, since procedures for protection need to be
these talks that led to a published paper was Morrison decided on the basis of data on comets and asteroids,
and Teller’s “The Impact Hazard: Issues for the part of which can be obtained only through experiFuture,” in T. Gehrels (ed.), Hazards Due to Comets mentation.”

Edward Teller on Defense
From Asteroid Impact

The Political Objectors
The practiced idiocy among all too many of our
recent Presidencies, as since the death of a great President such as President William McKinley, through the
subsequent two World Wars, and beyond the choice of
the Vietnam War and its sequels, demonstrates my concern beyond any actually reasonable doubt. Witness the
miserable failure of the Presidency under President
George H. W. Bush, the worse obscenities of, successively, President George W. Bush, Jr., and, worst of all,
this far, President Barack Obama.
It has been particularly notable, most recently, that
the soaring and sauntering hyperinflation under Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, have brought
us all to the presently very brink of a simmering threat of
a global trans-Atlantic genocide, all according to, presently, the Anglo-Dutch imperium aimed brutishly at a reduction of the human population from seven billions, to
quickly one billion persons (or less), all that according to
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the currently still-stated global policies of Queen Elizabeth II. Those cases exemplify such immediately current, onrushing trends into global genocide, even toward
terminal human extinction wrought by thermonuclear
warfare on an approximately global scope.
For us, in the United States, we are, apparently (I
stress “apparently”) currently experiencing a presently
accelerating, plunging decline of the mere means of existence, which has now has reached a point of crisis
now brought to bear immediately under the disgracefully fading reign of President Barack Obama. Should
President Obama be dumped, now soon, that should
be—must become—accompanied by an intended
rescue of not only our United States, but much of civilization in general.
Such a fortunate occurrence should be a basis for a
general recovery of our United States (in particular), and
also other nations which participate in such an intention.
However, the upward turn will begin as a “very tough
Feature
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